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Overview: Structures: shell structures using 
Computer Aided Design Use CAD to design and 
make an Easter gift box  

Key End Points: By the end of this unit children will be able 
to: 
- Know what a net is 
- Know what C.A.D is and why it is used 
- Choose a finish for my product  

Links to 
other 
learning:  
Maths: Shape 
Computing:  

Relevant Prior 
Learning: 
Computing Y1: word 
processing & media storage 

Future Learning: 
Y6: C.A.D in textiles 

High Quality 
Text: 
‘A Box Story’ 
Kenneth Kit 
Lamug 

Risk Assessment:  
- Food allergies/intolerance (when investigating 

packaging as well as eating eggs) 
- Use of laptops and electrical equipment 
 

Teacher CPD: Please read the DATA 
project on a page sheets attached at the 
end of this plan prior to teaching.  

Learning Intention Lesson Outline (Key Questions in colour) Resources Vocabulary Lowest 20% 
Adaptations 

I can investigate a 
range of boxes 
 
I know what a net is 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Tell children that in this unit of work we are going to be making our own Easter Box. To learn more about 
boxes, we are going to investigate and evaluate a range of different boxes. Quick recap on 3d shapes: 
cube, cuboid, cylinder, triangular prism, pyramid. 
Investigative and Evaluative Activities (IEAs) 
• Children investigate a collection of different shell structures and box types including packaging. Have 
these questions in groups and encourage children to discuss and answer them, adults prompt and facilitate 
discussion  
What is the purpose of the shell structure – protecting, containing, presenting?  
What material is it made from?        How has it been constructed?  
Are the materials recyclable or reusable?  
How has it been stiffened/strengthened i.e. folded, corrugated, ribbed, laminated?  
What information does it show and why?        How attractive is the design? 
• We are going to take some of the boxes apart to see how they are made. Demonstrate how to carefully 
prise a box apart and lay it out flat. This is called a net. A net is a 3d shape that is opened out and laid 
flat. What is a net? A 3d shape that is unfolded and laid flat. Repeat three times in different voices and 
throughout lesson. Introduce children to ‘tabs’ and discuss what their purpose. Children take a small 
package apart identifying and discussing parts of a net including the tabs. How are the tabs used to join 
the ‘free’ edges of the net? 
• Have a range of nets available (some with and some without tabs) for children to explore constructing. 
Discuss which are easy to make and which are most difficult and why. Which are easy to construct? Which 
are more difficult? What could make it easier?  
Tell the children that in this unit of work they are going to be designing and making an easter box to hold 
chocolate eggs in that they can give someone as a gift (or keep for themselves!) Which shapes are most 
ideal for creating a box that can be opened (e.g. for storing chocolate eggs in) Discuss that cubes and 
cuboids are the most appropriate shapes (as triangular prisms and pyramids are harder to create a ‘lid’ to 
open and close, cylinders and other shapes are more difficult to construct). Therefore, we will be using 
cubes and cuboids for our boxes. 

3d shapes 
 
Variety of shaped 
boxes to take apart 
and look at the net 
shapes  
 
Print different shaped 
boxes and make these 
before the lesson for 
the children to 
explore, some 
laminated paper 
before constructing, 
some on card, some 
on paper 
 
Geometric printable 
nets (on google drive) 
not constructed – with 
and without tabs 

Net 
3d shape 
Solid 
Flat 
Tab (not flap) 
Investigate 
Evaluate 
 

The above has 
been purchased 
to aid 
understanding 
for any children 
who struggle 
with motor/ 
visualisation 
skills. It is kept in 
the y3 storeroom 



I know what C.A.D is 
and why it is used 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Recap prior learning: What is a net? A 3d shape that is unfolded and laid flat. 
Display/hold up some of the packaging from the previous lesson. Look at the designs on all these boxes. 
Look at the graphics (pictures) and words. What do they all have in common? They were all designed on a 
computer. They weren’t hand drawn. Why were they designed on a computer rather than drawing them? 
Discuss answers such as: higher quality (how well something is made), professional finish. Easier to 
reproduce. Easy to correct if a mistake is made. Is it easier to draw an accurate square on a computer or 
by hand? On a computer as there is a draw tool. Summarise answers on board as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is called Computer Aided Design – also known as C.A.D.  What is C.A.D? Computer Aided Design. 
Repeat three times in different voices and revisit throughout lesson. Why is C.A.D used? Revisit answers 
above throughout lesson. 
Focused Tasks (FTs): Show children PowerPoint called ‘cube net blank’. What shape are these nets for? 
Why are we only looking at cube and cuboid nets? Recap on reasons discussed in yesterday’s lessons. 
Today we are going to start our own C.A.D design s for our Easter Box. Before we start designing, we 
need to be clear on our design brief:  

 WHAT we are making – this is called the product  
 WHO it is for  - this is called the user  
 WHY we are making it – this is called the purpose 

Discuss who they are going to make the easter box for and how this will affect their design e.g. choosing 
pictures and colours the intended user will like. They can design and make their box for themselves. In 
books record and complete the following sentence Design, make and evaluate a _______ for _________ 
that will be used for __________  
Then complete three bullet points:  
* Product =  
* User =  
* Purpose =  
 
Now teach children specific computer skills they will need for C.A.D.: 
• Demonstrate how to insert a picture/clip art, how to move it and re-size it 
• Demonstrate how to insert word art, how to move it and re-size it 
• Demonstrate how to insert a square, resize it, move it and recolour it. 
• Demonstrate how to delete a slide on PowerPoint – children will need to decide if they are designing a 
cube or cuboid and delete the net they do not need. 

 Recap on how to save work. 
 
Children now locate the PowerPoint that has previously been saved with their name on it and open it. 
Their first job is to decide if they are making a cube or cuboid then delete the slide with the net they do 

Cube net blank 
PowerPoint 
 
Laptop each – 
switched on 
 
**before the lesson, 
save blank net 
PowerPoint first two 
slides as each child’s 
name in your class so 
they can find and 
open  
 
Additional adults in 
this lesson may be 
helpful to assist 
children with 
computer skills 

  

Why  use 
C.A.D? 

Saves times Quality 

Easy to correct mistakes Easy to share 

Accurate 



not need. Allow children to start designing by inserting easter themed clip art, text, shapes. Assist as 
needed. Encourage children to save their word sporadically throughout. By the end of lesson children need 
to have inserted all graphics and text (pictures and words) – this may need to be spread over two lessons. 
 
NB: This lesson all text and graphics will be inserted vertically – these will need rotating next lesson which 
will become apparent when their designs are printed up. If any children identify this before the next lesson, 
explain that we are going to insert all graphics and text today and will then ‘manipulate’ and change it 
next week. 
 
Exit pass: Why use C.A.D? on a post it note (remove answers from board prior so the children aren’t 
copying). Add post it notes to books. (ensure dated) 
 

I can edit my design 
using C.A.D. 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Recap on prior learning: What is a net? A 3d shape that is unfolded and laid flat.  
What is C.A.D? Computer Aided Design. 
Why use C.A.D? time, quality, sharing, accurate, easy to correct 
 
Explain to children that you have printed up their designs for them so we can build them and check if 
anything needs changing so far. Allow children time to make their boxes. It should become apparent that 
some of the graphics and text is the wrong way up when the box is made. Do we need to start everything 
again? No, we can use the rotate tool. What does rotate mean? Turn.  
• Demonstrate how to rotate text and graphics 
Display ‘Net correct way up week 3 – PowerPoint’ this shows which way up the text and graphics should 
be. 
Children open their saved design from last lesson and edit by rotating their pictures and words (graphics 
and text). Encourage children to save throughout the lesson. 
 
Children need to complete designs and save their work this lesson. 
 
Revisit first lesson activity where they looked at a variety of packaging. Children have four options for 
their box: 
- Paper 
- Card 
- Laminated paper 
- Laminated card 
Pass around pre-prepared and assembled boxes. Children assess which they feel is the most appropriate 
finish and discuss why. On post it notes children record: The finish I will use on my product is ________ 
because ___________ Stick in books (ensure dated) 
 

All children’s nets 
printed up prom 
previous lesson prior 
to start of lesson 
(these could be cut 
out prior to lesson 
also) 
 
Laptops 
 
Net correct way up 
week 3 – PowerPoint 
 
Example boxes (see 
examples week 3 on 
google drive) printed 
and assemble made 
from: 
- Paper 
- Card 
- Laminated paper 
- Laminated card 

  

I can make, test and 
evaluate my product 

This is a DT lesson. In DT we design and make to solve problems.  
Recap on prior learning: What is a net? A 3d shape that is unfolded and laid flat.  
What is C.A.D? Computer Aided Design. 
Why use C.A.D? time, quality, sharing, accurate, easy to correct 
 
This lesson you will make, test and evaluate your product. Give out printed designs (some of which will be 
on card/paper and some will need to be laminated) 
Children cut out themselves, fold and stick tabs.  

All children’s nets 
printed up prom 
previous lesson prior 
to start of lesson  - 
some will need to be 
on paper, some will 
need to be on card, 

 Retain nutritional 
value of 
chocolate eggs 
and share with 
parent of child 
who has diabetes 
and any children 
will allergies e.g. 



 
Once assembled children can add shredded tissue paper and chocolate eggs to their boxes. Photograph 
children with their finished products (close up as well as of the children). 
 
Discuss why we complete evaluations? To make improvements. DT is about solving problems – evaluations 
help us check if there is a better way. Children answer the following questions as part of their evaluation 
(these can be printed and stuck in books for children to answer). Ask children to ensure they answer in full 
sentences giving reasons. 
What do you like about your design? 
Is your product sturdy? 
Does your product work? 
What was the most difficult? 
What would you change? 
How do you feel about using C.A.D? 
 
Children take products home and eat eggs at home 

some will need 
laminating 
 
Sellotape 
Pritt stick 
 
Shredded tissue paper 
 

no gelatine/ 
vegan 

 



 
 



 
 


